
[Price List] 
FreiBow 2024

Basic costs: 

Indoor space (minimum booth area 8m2)       

Service charge*

Advertising allowance

(If exhibition walls exist, please provide proof of  
flame resistance according to DIN 4102)

Wall space (minimum booth area 8m2)

      
Service charge*

Advertising allowance

(Limited wall space, allocation after receipt of registration  
or payment, max. depth 2m)

Small booth  
(Only for craftsmen with at least 80% own production)

Associations or non-profit organisations  
please contact us directly.

 

* The service charge includes heating, general electricity,  
cleaning, waste disposal, set-up and dismantling.

options**:

stand construction:
                    

exhibition wall, Octanorm         . 
panels, Octanorm             
door, Octanorm               

 
           (The prices for the exhibition walls will be shared among the exhibitors so that 

only half of the price has to be paid. Orders can be placed with Messe Freiburg 

from September 2024, as the hall plans are not available before then).

Inventory:
chair (wood)

barstool (beech)        
hall table (wood)       
bar table (aluminium)             
bistro set (aluminium)         
counter, Octanorm        
carpet, 
incl. laying (anthracite) 
LED spotlight (180W) 
Clamp spotlight (300W)                

        

** plus VAT. 
The prices apply to the entire event. 

Examples only, additional rental inventory on request.

€ 49,–/m2

€ 5,–/m2

€ 29,–/booth

€ 59,–/m2

€ 5,–/m2

€ 29,–/booth

€ 239,–/4 m2

€ 25,–/pc.
€ 25,–/pc.
€ 25,–/pc.

€ 3,–/pc.
€ 5.00/pc.
€ 8.50/pc.
€ 14,–/pc.
€ 23,–/pc.
€ 21,–/pc.

€ 7,–/pc.
€ 44,–/pc.
€ 25,–/pc.

L x W x H

1,00 x 0,05 x 2,50m

1,00 x 0,05 x 2,50m

1,00 x 0,05 x 2,50m

0,50 x 0,52 x 0,82m

0,45 x 0,40 x 1,05m

2,00 x 0,65 x 0,75m

0,70 Ø, 1,13m

0,70 Ø, 0,75m

1,05 x 0,60 x 1,13m

2,00 x 1,00m

Terms and conditions



Terms and conditions

1. Exhibitor Contract  
 
1.1 By applying for a sboothn accordance with the 
invitation to tender, the trade fair participant makes 
a binding offer to conclude an exhibitor contract. 
Registration can be made in writing or electronical-
ly. The exhibitor contract is concluded upon receipt 
of the registration confirmation by the trade fair 
participant.  
 
1.2 The scope of the contractual services is bin-
dingly determined by the service description of 
the trade fair for the trade fair period and by the 
information in the registration confirmation/invoice 
referring to this. Descriptions provided by other 
service providers are not authoritative. There is a 
wall obligation. 
 
2. Services and payment: The trade fair organizer 
is entitled to change individual services for orga-
nizationally necessary and unforeseeable reasons. 
The trade fair organizer will inform the trade fair 
participant/exhibitor immediately of any changes 
to services. Payment must be made by bank trans-
fer within 30 days of receipt of the invoice or offer 
(only after confirmation of the exhibitor registration 
based on the offer already sent), exceptions are 
possible by arrangement.

3. Withdrawal by the trade fair participant/exhibitor. 
The exhibitor may withdraw from participation in 
the trade fair at any time before the start of the 
trade fair. It is recommended that the withdrawal be 
declared in writing in order to avoid misunderstan-
dings. In the event of withdrawal from the 7th day 
to the last working day before the start of the trade 
fair, no refund is possible. If an exhibitor contract 
is concluded, the total amount is due within two 
weeks of the trade fair.  
The company „Mindful Archery EF“ is entitled to 
charge a cancellation fee, which (unless a replace-
ment exhibitor is provided) will be calculated as a 
percentage of the exhibitor fee attributable to the 
exhibitor/exhibitor as follows (any changes to the 
repayment modalities can be made online and also 
apply retroactively for the current year):

3.1 In the event of cancellation (in relation to the 
agreed total price) - from the 90th to the 60th day 
before the start of the trade fair 50%, - from the 
59th to the 40th day before the start of the trade 
fair 65%, - from the 39th to the 20th day before 
the start of the trade fair 75%, - from the 19th to 
the last working day before the start of the trade 
fair 100%, - on the day of the start of the trade fair, 
in the event of no-show and cancellation after the 
start of the trade fair also 100%. 
 
4. The company „Mindful Archery EF“ is entitled to 
cancel the trade fair up to 30 days before the start 
of the trade fair if there is a serious reason (to be 
specified in each individual case) (e.g. lack of trade 
fair participants). In this case, any fee already paid 
by an exhibitor will be refunded immediately. 
 
5 Cancellation of the contract due to exceptional 
circumstances 
 
5.1 If the realisation of the trade fair is unforeseea-
bly made considerably more difficult, endangered 
or impaired after conclusion of the contract as a 
result of force majeure, both contracting parties 
may withdraw from the exhibitor contract. In the 
event of cancellation before the start of the trade 
fair, the exhibitor shall be refunded the exhibitor 
fee paid without delay. No further claims shall 
exist. Mindful Archery EF may demand payment 
for services already rendered. There are no further 
claims. Mindful Archery EF may demand payment 
for services already rendered.

5.2 If the aforementioned circumstances occur 
after the start of the trade fair, the exhibitor con-
tract may also be cancelled by either party. In this 
case, Mindful Archery EF will take the measures 
resulting from the cancellation of the contract. If 
the contract is cancelled for the aforementioned 
reasons, Mindful Archery EF shall be entitled to 
compensation for services already rendered or yet 
to be rendered.



6 Liability  
 
6.1 The company „Mindful Archery EF“ is not liable 
for personal injury. The usual trade fair operations 
are insured by the Hkk Versicherung. 

6.2 Mindful Archery EF is not liable for other claims 
for damages due to property damage or personal 
injury caused by an action of a trade fair participant 
or visitor (please check with your liability insu-
rance). If the cause lies in the actions of a third party, 
the latter shall be liable for the damage incurred. 
 
7. Any changes to the general terms and conditions 
can also be made retroactively during the current 
year. 
 
8. Other provisions and agreements 
 
8.1 These terms and conditions shall apply unless 
individual agreements are made in the individual 
exhibitor contracts.  
 
8.2 The data made available to us shall be processed 
electronically within the scope of the purpose of the 
contract; stored personal data shall be protected in 
accordance with the Federal Data Protection Act.  
 
8.3 The place of jurisdiction is the district court of 
Freiburg. 
Mindful Archery EF
Klemens Schmelter 
Drusbergstrasse 96, 8530 Zurich
Phone: +49175/5276616 or
+41 78 2534 33 96

Explanation of the price calculation: 
The booth width depends on the number of 
(standard) tables (width 2.00 m x depth 0.65 m), 
the standard booth depth including the depth of 
the table is exactly 2 m, (i.e. depth of the pure area 
behind the table 1.35 m). The minimum booth 
width is 2 tables (= 4 m), the minimum booth size is 
4 m x 2 m = 8 m². 
An extension of the booth is always in tables + 
area, i.e. 4 m² per table total area (2 m x 2 m). 
 
Advertising fee: 29,- Euro/booth  
Service costs: 5,- Euro/m² 
(The service fee includes heating, general electricity, 
cleaning, waste disposal, set-up and dismantling)   
 
Example calculation for a booth of  
2 tables (4 m wide):  
4 m x 2 m = 8 m² area    
8 m² x 49,- Euro (booth area) + 8 m² x 5,- Euro  
(service costs) + 29,- Euro advertising fee  
= 461,- Euro (net) / 548,59 Euro (gross total)  
 
Early Bird:  
4 m x 2 m = 8 m² area    
8 m² x 49,- Euro (booth space) + 5,- Euro  
(service costs) + 29,- Euro advertising fee  
= 426,- Euro (net) / 506,94 Euro (gross total)  
 
Smallest booth for craftsmen 1 table (min. 80 % 
own production): 239,- fixed price (net) incl.  
Service and advertising flat rate 
 
Special agreements on booth space are possible in 
exceptional cases if this is of particular benefit to 
FreiBow.  


